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TWO BRONZE AGE HOARDS WITH SHAFT-HOLE AXES 
FROM WEST GEORGIA
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The article deals with two hoards with axes from Georgia. The finds from Saqasria and Zeda Ilemi contained axes of the 
types Kozarac and Satchkhere, they can be dated to the first half of the 3rd millennium Bc. a new 14c-date from a tomb 
in the lysogorskaja-6 necropolis in the stavropol district of the north caucasus also speaks for this dating. thus, the 
beginning of the deposition of hoards in West georgia is much earlier than previously assumed. not only the axes, but 
also the form in which they were deposited is the result of communication between the carpathians and the caucasus.
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preliminarY remark

in various essays and in his book, Štúdie ku ko
munikácii medzi strednou a východnou Európou v dobe 
bronzovej (2006), Jozef Bátora has examined the con-
nections between the carpathians and the caucasus 
during the copper, Bronze and early iron ages on 
the basis of archaeological finds, thus making a sig-
nificant contribution to including this dimension of 
east–West communication, which is important in 
terms of cultural history but has long been scarcely 
taken into account. in the following contribution, 
we will attempt to continue this thread.

introDuction

hoards with bronze weapons, tools and jewellery 
are one of the most striking cultural phenomena 
of the Bronze age of the 2nd millennium Bc in 
many parts of europe. until today, they have been 
the subject of intensive and partly controversial 
research. hoards are the end point of a social 
practice whose logic only gradually becomes un-
derstandable in the perspective of the longue durée 
(Hansen 2019; Jeunesse 2017). even after more than 
150 years of scholarly study of the finds (Worsaae 
1866), the search for motives for depositing bronze 
objects has not yet come to an end. they are also 
considered from the point of view of economic and 
trade history as well as from the point of view of 
the history of craftsmanship or religion. all of this 

is to some extent justified, since the hoards contain 
products of craftsmanship. some of them represent 
considerable values and contain objects from many 
different regions. After all, they were deposited as 
votive offerings for the imaginary powers, spirits 
and gods (Hansen 2013; 2019). 

the limits of the phenomenon of depositing metal 
objects have not yet been sufficiently understood. The 
newly discovered cult site shaitanskoye ozero ii in 
the transural region is therefore of great importance. 
on a lake shore in the early 2nd millennium Bc, 
a number of metal objects were deposited: numerous 
metal objects, especially daggers, lance tips and axes 
(Korochkova et al. 2010). some of them were deposited 
completely and intact, others were intentionally bro-
ken and fragmented. they show a surprisingly wide 
spectrum of practices known from central european 
deposition sites. if the seima-turbino phenomenon 
is understood as a specific depositing practice, then 
this custom extends far beyond the urals to the east.  

according to the present knowledge, the kol-
chic hoards represent another eastern limit of the 
hoarding phenomenon (Reinhold 2005). however, 
the state of publication is extremely modest. From 
georgia alone, at least 214 hoards with about 4000 
objects are known.

the hoarDs oF the colchis culture

a large number of hoards is connected with the 
colchis culture, spanning from 1600 to 700 Bc in 

1 The article was written within the framework of the DFG-funded research project ‘The Bronze and Early Iron Age 
hoards of the colchis culture in Western and central caucasia’. a shorter german-language version of this article will 
be published in the journal Das altertum.
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West georgia (Apakidze 2000, 185; 2009, 12; Japaridze 
1991, 202; Lordkipanidze 1991, 95–109). Between 1200 
and 700 Bc, this culture was not only widespread 
in western georgia, but also in eastern georgia in 
the region of meskhetia and partly in shida kartli. 
the large part of the aragvi gorge in east georgia 
as well as northeast turkey up to the present-day 
turkish cities of ordu and samsun also belong to the 
distribution area of this culture (Apakidze 2009, fig. 1). 
the central and western regions of north caucasia, 
where today the republics of the russian Federation 
chechnya, ingushetia, north ossetia, kabardino-
-Balkaria and karachay-cherkessia are located, were 
territories of the koban culture. these cultural phe-
nomena in the southern and northern caucasus are 
addressed by some researchers as a unity of others, 
and in turn as two separate cultures. 

In 1965, D. Koridze published a first catalogue 
and analyses of the bronze hoards of the colchis 
culture (Koridze 1965, 10–49). as the oldest hoard, 
the Ureki find is dated to the period of the 18th to 
the 16th century BC. It also marks the last quarter of 
the West georgian middle Bronze age. a younger 
hoard stage is dated between the 16th and the be-
ginning of the 14th and the beginning of the 13th 
century Bc, further hoard stages are dated to the 
13th–12th century Bc, 12th–11th century Bc, 11th–10th 
century Bc, 10th–8th century Bc and 8th–7th century 
Bc. the chronology of A. Ramishvili (1974, 88) 
should also be mentioned. he dated the hoard of 
ureki to the 16th–15th century Bc, which seems very 
unlikely. there is a clear need for a more precise 
chronology.

in georgian and russian research, the hoards of 
the Colchis Culture are considered to be ‘founders’  
or ‘merchant depots’. They were destined for further 
use and the economic background was decisive for 
their deposition. according to a. a. iessen, they were 
‘foundry hoards’ (Iessen 1935, 117). this was followed 
by B. a. kuftin (Kuftin 1949, 222; 1950, 162). g. gobe-
jishvili and O. Japaridze divided the hoard finds into 
two types: most of them belonged to ‘foundry hoards’ 
and relatively few to ‘merchant hoards’ (Gobejishvili/
Japaridze 1959, 146, 147). according to O. Gambaschidze 
(1963), most hoards were owned by large patriarchal 
families, perhaps consisting of 30–60 persons. how-
ever, he also considered the possibility that many of 
these hoards were to be ‘foundry hoards’. Ju. N. Vo-
ronov connected the hoards with ‘workshops’  (Voronov 
1969, 73). He even called these finds ‘klady-masterskie’, 
hoard workshops. o. lordkipanize, on the other hand, 
understood the colchis hoards as a multifunctional 
phenomenon, which had religious, socio-economic 
and ethno-cultural dimensions (Lordkipanidze 2001, 
189). in his opinion, most depots of colchis had a ritual 
meaning and were gifts to the gods. 

Beginning oF the hoarDing 
phenomenon in colchis 
in the 3rD millennium Bc

up to now, it seemed that hoarding had taken 
place in the 2nd millennium Bc in the south caucasus 
and therefore apparently represented a late innova-
tion. In fact, two find complexes show that the hoard 

Fig. 1. schematic map with the most important sites mentioned in the text (map by m. karaucak).
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Fig. 2. Hoard of Saqasria (photo by N. Kopaliani). 
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Fig. 3. hoard of Zeda ilemi (photo by n. kopaliani).
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custom had already been in practice in the earlier 
colchis periods. the two hoards are located in the 
historical museum in the small town of kharagauli.  

the hoarD oF saQasria

according to the documents of the historical 
Museum Kharagauli, the hoard of Saqasria was 
discovered in 1984 during the construction of the 
house. No further finds were found. In 1985, the 
find was purchased for 350 rubles. 

1. Bronze shaft-hole axe (khhm, 61171). the 
shaft-hole is round-oval on both sides. the cut-
ting edge is hardly rounded and blunt. the axe is 
restored and preserved. Length 12.9 cm, cutting 
width 4.5 cm, weight 379 g (Fig. 2: 1).

2. Bronze axe (khhm, 61172). the body is thin 
and broken in two parts. the neck and almost the 
entire shaft-hole are missing. the tip of the blade is 
also broken off. Length of the upper part 10.4 cm, 
maximum width of the body 2.6 cm, thickness at the 
break 0.3 cm, weight 113 g; length of the lower part 
7.1 cm, thickness at the cutting tip 0.1 cm, weight 

35 g, maximum width of the body 3.0 cm; total 
length 17,5 cm, total weight 148 g (Fig. 2: 2).

the hoarD oF ZeDa ilemi 

according to the inventory book of the kharagauli 
museum, the hoard of Zeda ilemi was discovered 
in 1979 in the former vineyard of the village on 
the slope of the hill khvadieti during agricultural 
works. the bronze objects of the hoard were located 
within a radius of one or two metres (Kvirkvaia/
Jibladze 2019, 50). the hoard consists of two bronze 
axes and one ingot. it was purchased for 10 roubles. 

1. Bronze shaft-hole axe (khhm, 520). a bronze 
piece is clamped in the shaft-hole. the axe is re-
stored and preserved. Length 15.8 cm, cutting width 
5.1 cm, weight 598 g (Fig. 3: 1). 

2. Bronze shaft-hole axe (khhm, 521). length 
16.2 cm, cutting tip 4.0 cm, weight 514 g (Fig. 3: 2).

3. plano-convex ingot with elliptical shape 
(chhm, 522). length 12.3 cm, width in the middle 
5.7 cm, maximum thickness 2.0 cm, weight 472 g 
(Fig. 4).

Fig. 4. hoard of Zeda ilemi (photo by n. kopaliani).
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The finds were first published in 2010 (Gambas
chidze et al. 2010, 380, 381, pl. 27: 458–460; a bronze 
shaft hole axe from the hoard of Saqasria: Fig. 2: 1 
and a bronze shaft hole axe from the hoard of Zeda 
Ilemi: Fig. 3: 2 are missing). The find from Zeda 
ilemi has also been discussed by l. Jibladze and 
r. kvirkvaia (Jibladze 2016, 54; Kvirkvaia/Jibladze 2019, 
55). chemical analysis of the axes from Zeda ilemi 
revealed that they are functional arsenic bronzes. 

The sites were identified in the field in summer 
2019 by l. tchabashvili and J. krumnow. the aerial 
photographs show that both hoards have a very 
similar deposition situation not far from a river 
or traffic route. The site of the Saqasria hoard is 
located about 15 m to 17 m from the left bank of the 
river Dzirula (Fig. 5). the hoard of Zeda ilemi was 
found about 200 m from the left bank of the river 
Dzirula (Fig. 6).   

the aXes

The broken axe from the Saqasria find belongs 
to a type common in the south caucasus, charac-
terized by the thin long socket and a curved blade 
widening towards the cutting edge. According to 
I. Gambaschidze et al.’s (2010, 155, 156) terminology, 
the Saqasria axe belongs to group II of axes with 
a long socket. it is closely related to group iii. a 
number of axes are damaged and show signs of use, 
it therefore does not seem to be a pure parade object.  

comparable axes (Fig. 7) are known in West 
georgia, especially from the tombs of sachkhere 
(Japaridze 1961, 123, 129, fig. 23: 1; Pkhakadze 1993, 
pl. Xvi: 1; Xvii: 1; Xviii). they are found there with 
slender flat axes, grip daggers as well as daggers 
with ornamented full handles, lance tips, stone 
arrowheads as well as needles with large t-shaped 

Fig. 5. Find situation of the Zeda ilemi hoard (photo by J. krumnow).
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or volute-shaped heads and clay vessels of the late 
kura-araxes culture. the tombs of sachkhere, which 
are located in four different localities (Japaridze 
1961, 122–140), have been excavated by various re-
searchers since the beginning of the 20th century, 
but a comprehensive publication of these excava-
tions is still missing. of the 35 documented axes 
from sachkhere, only a few have been chemically 
examined. however, they seem to regularly consist 
of copper-arsenic alloys (Abesadze 1969; 2011; Japari
dze 1961, 197–201, table 2). The finds of Sachkhere 
re present a time horizon that can be dated before 
the appearance of the Kurgan cultures Martqopi 
and Bedeni, i. e. before about 2500 Bc. there are 
no 14c-datings from georgia, so that only a general 
dating into the first half of the 3rd millennium Bc 
is possible (Tchabashvili/BastertLamprichs/Giemsch 
2018, 308, fig. 6: 1–3; 7: 1–3). 

The finding of a comparable axe (Fig. 8) from the 
lysogorskaja-6 necropolis between pyatigorsk and 
georgijevsk in the stavropol district is therefore 
all the more important (Korenejskij/Berezin/Gabuev 
2018, fig. 6: 4). kurgan 3 measured 7.2 metres in 
height and 50 or 64 metres in diameter. it was the 

Fig. 6. Situation of the Saqasria hoard (photo by J. Krum-
now).

Fig. 7. shaft-hole axes from satschkhere. the uppermost axe is 22.2 cm long (georgian national museum tbilisi; photo 
by s. hansen). 
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largest hill in the vicinity. Burial 4 is the only Bronze 
age grave, graves 1–3 are iron age. two cattle 
skulls were found next to the grave pit, which can 
be interpreted as a symbol for an oxen team. the 
interred individual lay on his back in the wooden 
chamber and the bronze grave goods were placed 
on wooden supports. They included the axe, a flat 
axe, two daggers, a small (now restored) bronze 
vessel with spiral decoration. The outstanding find 
is a 38 cm-long, all-metal goad, which is a unique 
piece. Among the metal findings is also a small gold 
ring. the deceased individual in grave 4 was un-
doubtedly a socially exceptionally exposed person, 
buried with exquisite grave goods. The gold ring 
can easily be understood as a status indicator. the 
bronze vessel shows not only the access of its owner 
to technically innovative products, but also the need 
for an extraordinary vessel from which special, 
perhaps intoxicating drinks were consumed. the 
cattle team and the driving spine show the gentle-
man as the owner of a carriage. however, the bronze 
goad is a weapon that could also be used to drive 
people. the axe is probably an imported product 
from the south and underlines the man ś long-range 
connections. the dating of the tomb, in contrast to 

what is presented by s. n. korenevskij and others, 
can not only refer to typological estimates, but also 
to a concrete 14c-date from this tomb, which we 
have already published in the context of our Dna 
study (Wang et al. 2019; supplementary information). 
this falls in the time between 2863–2581 calBc 
(4122 ±23 BP, MAMS-29825) and confirms the dating 

Fig. 8. shaft-hole axe from tomb 3 of kurgan 4 in the lysogorskaja-6 necropolis (after Korenejskij/Berezin/Gabuev 2018). 

Fig. 9. ingot from maadi (after Rikzana/Seeher 1989).
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Fig. 10. Ingot from Szeged ‘Sziller’ (after Pulszky 1884).
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Fig. 11. ingot from velika laole (after Šljivar/Kuzmanović-Cvetković/Živković2011).

of the axes of the sachkhere-type before the time of 
the kurgans of Martqopi and Bedeni. 

the two axes from ilemi and the second axe 
from Saqasria are characterized by a more compact 
form. The blade is significantly shorter and wider. 
The shaft-hole socket is set off from the blade by 
a weak heel. they belong to group i in the scheme 
of I. Gambaschidze et al. (2010, 154).

While axes with a curved edge are a typical 
south caucasian form, axes with a set-back blade 
represent a form that is very widespread and known 
as the kozarac type (Truhelka 1909) after a Bosnian 
hoard. They also belong to the first half of the 3rd 

millennium Bc (Kleitsas 2019). the chronological 
approaches for the axes are to be understood as 
rough guidelines. There is a lack of sufficient 14c- 
-data from dated complexes to better narrow down 
the durations of these axes. However, the differences 
to the stublo type (Klochko/Klochko 2013), which can 
be considered a late variant of the kozarac axes, lie 
both in the contour of the blade back and the shape 
of the shaft-hole. 

in georgia, comparable axes can still be found 
in the early kurgan culture in martkopi, kurgan 
iv (Japaridze 1991, 141, fig. 44: 1; pl. XXI: 1; 1998, 24, 
fig. 12; table 14; Kvirkvaia/Jibladze 2019, 53). it is an open 
question whether this is actually to be classified later 
than sachkhere (Kavtaradze 1981, 95; Orjonikidze 2015, 
6, 7) or whether there is an overlap in time.

the ingot

the oval plano-convex ingot (Fig. 4) from the 
Ilemi hoard is a hitherto unique piece in the South 
caucasus. according to the chemical analysis 
published by R. Kvirkvaia and L. Jibladze (2019, 
54, 55, table 1), it is allegedly composed of cop-
per (98.180 % cu) with smaller portions of silver 
(0.455 % ag), but also portions of an unknown ele-
ment (416 % ci). there is undoubtedly still a need 
for correction.

the ingot was probably cast in a clay mould. 
clay moulds for hatchets, but also ingots of various 
shapes have been handed down since the early 4th 
millennium Bc, for example from tepe ghabristan 
and arisman in iran (Helwing 2010), in georgia from 
Dzedzwebi (Stöllner/Gambashidze 2018) and from 
the areni cave in armenia (Bobokhyan et al. 2014), to 
name a few sites. moulds and crucibles of clay have 
been known since the early 4th millennium Bc in 
a geographical area between Iran and Switzerland. 
Clay moulds for flat rectangular and oval ingots are 
known from Hujayrāt al-Ghuzlān near Aqaba in Jor-
dan (Pfeiffer2009) and from maadi in lower egypt 
(Rikzana/Seeher 1989), where they were found in the 
first half of the 4th millennium Bc. oval metal ingots 
(Fig. 9) have also been handed down from both sites. 

still older is possibly the oval copper ingot 
(Fig. 10) from the hoard of szeged-sziller, com. 
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csongrád (Patay 1943, pl. 50: 1, 2, 9–12; Pulszky 1884, 
22–24, fig. 1; 2; Sava 2015, 277, 278). apart from the 
ingot, it contained a broken axe with three chisels 
of different shapes wedged into the shaft-hole and 
a cross-edged axe of the Jászladány type. it can be 
connected with the Bodrogkeresztúr culture, with 
recent 14C-data already existing for the last quarter 
of the 5th millennium. For the Jaszladány axes, how-
ever, a continued use into the early 4th millennium 
Bc is probable.

another oval, 13.5 cm-long and 5.6 cm-wide ingot 
(Fig. 11) comes from velika laole, gde. petrovac na 
mlavi in eastern serbia, but is unfortunately un-
dated (Šljivar/Kuzmanović-Cvetković/Živković 2011, 

pl. 40: 3). occasionally, oval ingots still exist until 
the late Bronze age like the silver ingots from pyla 
kokkinokremos in cyprus (Kassianidou/Knapp 2005, 
fig. 9: 4).

open clay forms are numerously documented 
in the third millennium. they are found south of 
the Caucasus in settlements such as Kvatskhela or 
natsargora (Gambaschidze et al. 2010, no. 98, 478, 
pl. vi: 98; XXviii: 478). in the north pontic region, 
crucibles, casting moulds for axes and ingots are 
sometimes preserved as burial objects in the graves 
of metalworkers (Bátora 2003). A remarkable find 
comes from Mala Ternivka, Zaporizhia oblasť in 
the ukraine, where a set of six crucibles and nine 

Fig. 12. moulds from the tomb of lebedi (after Gej 1986; modified).
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moulds was found in a burial of the catacomb burial 
culture (Kubyshev/Chernyakov1985). such moulds 
are sometimes also classified as crucibles, as in the 
case of a similar object (Fig. 12) from tomb 10 in 
kurgan 3 of lebedi (Chernykh1992; Gej 1986). But 
the difference is only gradual and, in practice, an 
open clay mould for an axe could be placed in the 
fire like a crucible. The grave of Lebedi is placed at 
the beginning of the 3rd millennium Bc and is thus 
somewhat older than the ingot of ilemi. 

the number of oval ingots mentioned here is 
too small to draw far-reaching conclusions. they 
did not belong to the canon of objects that found 
their way into the hoard. therefore, the ilemi ingots 
and the other specimens mentioned here are rare 
and therefore important evidence of the history of 
craftsmanship, which should be given more atten-
tion in the future. 

conclusions

the revision of the chronology on the basis of 14c- 
-data meant considerable changes for the 4th and 3rd 
millennium BC. The resulting consequences for the 
classification of certain archaeological find groups 
and the historical interpretations behind them are, 
of course, only slowly becoming apparent. this is 

especially true for the history of depositions, the 
longue durée of which can be demonstrated by means 
of an object as exposed as the copper or bronze axe.

With the two hoards from Saqasria and Zeda 
ilemi, the custom of depositing hoards in West 
Georgia can now be traced back to the first half of 
the 3rd millennium Bc. other possible hoards are 
from Zahesi, Zemo avchala (lance tip and shaft-hole 
axe), mejvrikhevi, gori district (two shaft-hole axes), 
gufta village, mashiv uiati place, tskhinvali district 
(Gambaschidze et al. 2010, pl. 15: 236, 237; 16: 242, 243; 
17: 257, 258). of course, the numerous individual 
finds of such axes, which originate from destroyed 
graves as well as individual depositions, must also 
be included in the analysis. only recently, axes from 
the enguri river in svanetia have been published, 
among them an axe of the sachkhere type (Kvitsiani/
Jibladze 2015, 120, pl. 3: 3). These water body finds 
can also be understood as offerings. 

since the 4th millennium Bc, the caucasus was 
integrated into the large-scale network of Bronze 
age communication. in this exchange, metal 
played an important role, both as raw material 
and as a finished product and as an input for the 
imaginary powers in hoards or as burial objects. 
not only objects circulated between east and West, 
but also social practices, as shown by the example 
of the hoards.
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Dva depoty sekier s otvorom v tyle z doby bronzovej zo západného Gruzínska
Materiály ku kontaktom medzi strednou a východnou Európou

J o n i  a p a k i d z e  –  s v e n d  h a n s e n

sÚhrn

Predložená práca je venovaná analýze dvoch depotov 
sekier s otvorom v tyle z gruzínska. neúplne zachovaná 
sekera z depotu zo Saqasrie patrí k typu, ktorý je bežný v Za-
kaukazsku a vyznačuje sa úzkou dlhou tuľajkou und mierne 
rozšíreným ostrím. Analógie k tomuto typu sekier pochá-
dzajú v západnom gruzínsku najmä z hrobov zo sachkhere. 
Kým sekery s mierne rozšíreným ostrím patria k typickým 
zakaukazským typom zbraní, sú sekery s odsadeným ostrím 
rozšírené na väčšom území ako typ Sachkhere a na Západe sú 
pomenované podľa jedného depotu v Bosne a Hercegovine 
ako typ Kozarac. Sekery typu Kozarac boli okrem juhový-
chodnej Európy rozšírené aj v severopričiernomorskej oblasti 
a sú datované rovnako ako sekery typu sachkhere do prvej 
polovice 3. tisícročia pred n. l.

k oválnemu, plano-konvexnému ingotu z depotu zo 
Zeda Ilemi nenachádzame v Zakaukazsku žiadne porov-

nateľné ingoty. Naopak, kadluby na odlievanie ingotov 
podobného tvaru ako ingot zo Zeda ilemi pochádzajú 
z hrobu katakombovej kultúry z malej ternivky na ukra-
jine (Záporožská oblasť) a z hrobu 10 v mohyle z Lebedi, 
ktorý je možné datovať na začiatok 3. tisícročia pred n. l. 

Depoty zo Saqasrie a Zeda Ilemi, ktoré obsahovali se-
kery s otvorom v tyle typu Kozarac a Sachkhere, je možné 
chronologicky zaradiť do prvej polovice 3. tisícročia pred 
n. l., čo potvrdzuje aj rádiouhlíkové datovanie hrobu 4 
v mohyle 3 na pohrebisku lysogorskaja-6 na severnom 
Kaukaze (Stavropolský kraj). Na základe tohto zistenia 
je zrejmé, že počiatky deponovania kovových predmetov 
v západnom gruzínsku sú staršie ako sa doteraz predpo-
kladalo. nielen sekery, ale aj spôsob ako boli deponované, 
sú dokladom kontaktov medzi karpatským a kaukazským 
regiónom.


